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Abstract
Within a combined EEG-fMRI study of contour integration, we analyze responses to
Gabor stimuli with an Empirical Mode Decomposition combined with an Independent
Component Analysis. Generally, responses to different stimuli are very similar thus hard
to differentiate. EMD and ICA are used intermingled and not simply in a sequential way.
This novel combination helps to suppress redundant modes resulting from an application of ensemble EMD alone. The simulation results show an improved mode separation
quality. Hence, the proposed method is an efficient data analysis tool to clearly reveal
differences between similar response signals and activity distributions.

1
1.1

Introduction
Visual contour integration

It had been already noted by early Gestalt psychologists that the human visual system tends
to group local stimulus elements into global wholes. Such grouping is often based on simple
rules such as similarity, proximity, or good continuation of the local elements [DC, 2006].
Contour integration is one of the most elementary tasks during visual feature integration.
The ability to integrate oriented contrast edges (Gabor elements) into a contour depends on
the spacing and orientation of the Gabor elements relative to the path orientation [Field et al.,
1993], [Li and Gilbert, 2002]. Similar principles apply in the multi-stable organization of regular arrays of elements in rows and columns [Claessens and Wagemans, 2005], [Claessens
and Wagemans, 2008]. Other, more general, stimulus properties also seem to influence the
binding of contour elements: Closed contours are more easily detected than open ones [Kovacs and Julesz, 1993], [Pettet et al., 1998]. Likewise, symmetric contours are also easier to
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detect than asymmetric ones [Machilsen et al., 2009]. Indeed, contour integration improves
when Gabor elements are oriented perpendicular to the contour within a closed area, and
deteriorates, when these elements are oriented parallel to the contour [Dakin and Baruch,
2009]. One special instance of perceptual grouping is contour integration where local parts
of Gabor elements are re-integrated into a continuous contour line. Contour integration is
typically tested with a stimulus paradigm where arrays of Gabor patches are presented to
the subjects.

1.2

Functional imaging

Visual processing, for example contour integration in visual stimulus patterns, is generally studied via functional imaging techniques like functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). However, fMRI suffers from a low temporal resolution though it offers a high spatial
resolution. To achieve both, fMRI can be combined with simultaneously recorded electroencephalography (EEG) signals. In fact, EEG and fMRI data sets can be recorded in separate
sessions or simultaneously. Integration of both, EEG and fMRI, recordings into one dataset
for combined data analysis can be performed either in a symmetrical or an asymmetrical
way. The latter methods include fMRI-directed EEG analysis and EEG-directed fMRI analysis [Biazoli et al., 2013]. Symmetrical data fusion methods mainly resort to different variants of Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Simultaneously recording EEG and fMRI
signals is a demanding technique in terms of data recording and signal processing. However, their combination can reveal both the location of active brain areas and the temporal
order of their activation. A recent example is provided by a study of the dynamics of contour integration in the human brain [Mijović et al., 2013], where EEG and fMRI data were
acquired simultaneously during passively viewing Gabor stimuli under contour and noncontour conditions. By applying JointICA to the EEG and fMRI responses of the subjects,
the authors gained temporally and spatially highly resolved brain responses during contour
integration which could not be derived from unimodal recordings.

1.3

Empirical and exploratory mode decomposition

Exploratory matrix factorization techniques like ICA presuppose at least wide-sense stationary data arrays. This is often not fulfilled by biomedical signals or images. Statistical
analysis tools for dealing with such non-stationary data sets are scarce. Fortunately, in 1998,
N.E. Huang et al. [Huang et al., 1998] invented a heuristic tool for complex, non-stationary
signal analysis named Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). Soon afterwards, EMD has
been extended to Ensemble EMD [Wu and Huang, 2009], a noise-assisted variant to suppress
mode mixing, as well as to multi-dimensional EMD (mdEEMD) [Nunes et al., 2003], [Wu
et al., 2009] including complex-valued data sets [Tanaka and Mandic, 2006]. Furthermore,
if signals, for example EEG signals, from several channels should be processed simultaneously, a multi-variate EEMD variant, called mvEEMD, has been introduced by Rehman et
al. [Rehman and Mandic, 2010], [Rehman et al., 2013].

1.4

Motivation and outline

However, EEMD or MEEMD cannot guarantee orthogonality, and may produce redundant
components which affect the accuracy of the decompositions. Combining ICA with EEMD
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[Mijović et al., 2010] allows to overcome some of the above limitations. But MEEMD-ICA
cannot reveal small differences between closely similar signals. The aim of this paper is to
introduce a new way to combine EEMD with ICA which allows to fully suppress redundant
signal components in different IMFs. Eventually, the non-stationary signal or image can
be decomposed and distinguished accurately, yielding a much better decomposition and
feature extraction performance. The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 provides a
short introduction to the field and summarizes the new contribution of the study to the
problem of textured feature extraction, section 2 presents a short description of the material
used and the methods of analysis applied. Section 2 also provides some background to the
mdEEMD technique as well as to the ICA algorithms applied. Section 3 discusses in detail
the newly proposed combination of mdEEMD and ICA for texture extraction. Afterwards,
significance testing and classification of the selected features is described. Subsequently,
section 4 provides some simulation results which then are discussed in section 5, where also
some final conclusion is drawn.
The paper represents an extended version of a contribution to the conference MIUA 2014
[Al-Baddai et al., 2014]1

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

In this paper, the EEG was recorded concurrently with fMRI in a Siemens Allegra 3 Tesla
Head Scanner (Siemens Allegra, Erlangen, Germany) at the courtesy of Prof. M. Greenlee,
Experimental Psychology, University of Regensburg, Germany. A standard PC running Presentation 12.0 (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, Canada) was used for stimulus presentation. The projector had a resolution of 800 by 600 pixels at a refresh rate of 72 [Hz]. The
viewing distance to the projection screen was 64[cm]. For the functional series whole brain
images were continuously acquired with 46 interleaved axial slices using a standard T2∗ weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence employing the following parameters: repetition time TR = 2000 ms; echo time TE = 30 ms; flip angle θ = 90◦ ; 64 × 64 matrices; in-plane
resolution: 3mm × 3 mm; slice thickness:3 mm. After the functional scans, high-resolution
sagittal T1 -weighted images were acquired for obtaining a 3D structural scan, using a magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (MP-RAGE) and employing the following
parameters: TR = 2250 ms; TE = 2.6 ms; 1 mm isotropic voxel size. This sequence is optimized to differentiate between white and gray matter. Subjects were positioned supine in the
scanner with their head secured in the head coil to minimize head movement.Visual stimuli
were presented, using the software package Presentation 12.0 (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.,
Albany, Canada), on a standard PC equipped with a 3D graphics card, and back-projected
via an LCD video projector (JVC, DLA-G20, Yokohama, Japan) onto a translucent circular
screen. The stimuli were seen on a mirror reflecting the image from the projection screen.
The projector had a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels and a refresh rate of 72 Hz. Functional
data were preprocessed with the software package SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging
Neuroscience, London,UK), running under MATLAB 7.0 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). This
preprocessing included slice-time correction, motion-correction, spatial normalization and
1 http://www.city.ac.uk/medical-image-understanding-and-analysis-2014/
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spatial Gaussian smoothing. Except from this no further pre-processing has been considered and these “raw” images have been analyzed.
The EEG was recorded with an MR-compatible 64 channel EEG system (BrainAmp MR
plus, Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). The scalp EEG was obtained from 62 equidistant
electrodes that were mounted in an elastic cap (EasyCap, Herrsching-Breitbrunn, Germany)
and were referenced to FCz during recording. Impedances were kept below 20[kΩ]. The
signals were amplified between 0.1 − 100 [Hz], with a notch filter at 50 [Hz] in order to cancel
out line noise. The sample rate was at the maximum resolution of 5000 [Hz]. To control
for eye-movement artifacts, the vertical electrooculogram was recorded from an electrode
placed below the left eye. An electrocardiogram (ECG) electrode was placed below the left
scapula in order to facilitate the off-line removal of cardioballistic artifacts. The clock of the
EEG amplifier was synchronized with the clock output of the MR scanner using a SynchBox
manufactured by Brain Products (Gilching, Germany).
MR gradient switching produces large artifacts in the EEG each time a new slice is collected. A second source of artifacts is the movement of electrodes and conductive blood
inside the MR scanner due to the cardiac cycle. The continuous EEG data were cleaned
from both gradient and cardioballistic artifacts by means of artifact template subtraction as
implemented in the FMRIB plug-in for EEGLAB [Iannetti et al., 2005], [Niazy et al., 2005].
Preprocessed EEG data subsequently were subjected to an independent components analysis (ICA) using the extended INFOMAX algorithm [Bell and Seinoswki, 1995], [Lee et al.,
1999].
Participants were subjected to a perceptual detection task, see Fig. 2. In each trial, a
visual stimulus was presented for 194 ms, followed by a blank screen. In half of the stimuli,
some Gabor patches formed contours as targets to be detected, while the rest of the patches
were oriented randomly as was the case in all the remaining stimuli. Each stimulus array
contained 90–100 Gabor patterns and subtended 16.6 by 16.5◦ of visual angle. A cohort of
19 subjects has been studied during 3 sessions, each encompassing numerous (≤ 150) trials
with Gabor stimuli, organized in 5 blocks. In each trial, the subjects classified the stimulus
as contour or non-contour by pressing an associated response button with either the left
of the right hand. This resulted in 4 conditions: (1) there was a contour and the subject
recognized it correctly (decoded as CT), (2) there was a contour and the subject did not
recognize it (decoded as CF), (3) there was no contour but the subject falsely recognized a
contour (decoded as NCF) and(4) there was no contour and the subject recognize its absence
correctly (decoded as NCT). In this study we concentrate on the two conditions CT and NCT,
only as for the other two conditions far less trials were available.

2.2
2.2.1

Decomposition methods
EEMD/MEEMD

EMD was developed from the assumption that from any signal locally simple oscillations
can be extracted. The resulting component signals are called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF).
Such IMFs are obtained from the signal by means of a sifting algorithm resulting locally in
pure oscillations with zero mean. Amplitude and frequency of the IMFs may change over
time. Furthermore, IMFs are ordered according to their frequency content. In contrary to
wavelets, EMD is a data driven algorithm that decomposes the signal without prior knowledge and without the need of having a pre-defined basis system.
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The decomposition of an image, for example an fMRI brain slice, starts by applying
EEMD to each column X∗n ≡ xn of the M × N - dimensional data matrix X, where M denotes the number of samples and N gives the dimension of the data vectors. The 1D-EEMD
decomposition of the n-th column becomes
J

∑ C∗,n

xn := X∗,n =

( j)

(1)

j =1

( J)

where the column vector C∗,n represents the residuum of the n-th column vector of the data
matrix. This finally results in J component matrices, each one containing the j-th component
of every column xn , n = 1, . . . , N of the data matrix X.
( j)

( j)

( j)

C ( j ) = [ c1 c2

( j)

( j)

( j)

· · · c N ] = [C∗,1 C∗,2 · · · C∗,N ]

(2)

Next one applies an EEMD to each row of C( j) yielding
( j)

Cm,∗ =



K


( j) ( j)
( j)
cm,1 cm,2 · · · cm,N =

∑




( j,k) ( j,k)
( j,k)
hm,1 hm,2 · · · hm,N =

k =1

( j)

K

∑ Hm,∗

( j,k)

(3)

k =1

( j,k)

where cm,n = ∑kK=1 hm,n represents the decomposition of the rows of matrix C( j) . These
( j,k)
components hm,n can be arranged into a matrix H( j,k) according to
 ( j,k)
( j,k)
( j,k) 
h1,1 h1,2 · · · h1,N
 ( j,k)
( j,k)
( j,k) 
 h2,1 h2,2
· · · h2,N 
( j,k)


H
= .
(4)
..
.. 
.
 .
.
···
. 
( j,k)

( j,k)

h M,1

h M,2

···

( j,k)

h M,N

The resulting component matrices have to be summed to obtain
C( j) =

K

∑ H( j,k) .

(5)

k =1

Finally this yields the following decomposition of the original data matrix X
J

X=

∑ C( j) =

j =1

J

K

∑ ∑ H( j,k)

(6)

j =1 k =1

where each element is given by
J

xm,n =

K

∑ ∑ hm,n

( j,k)

(7)

j =1 k =1

( j,k)

To yield meaningful results, components hm,n with comparable scales, i.e. similar spatial
frequencies of their textures, should finally be combined [Wu et al., 2009] according to the
comparable minimal scale combination principle (CMSC). In practice, for two-dimensional
data sets, this implies that the components of each row, which represent a common horizontal scale, and the components of each column, which represent a common vertical scale,
should be summed up [Wu et al., 2009].
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Hence, the CMSC - principle leads to BIMFs given by
0

S(k ) =

K

∑

0

H(k,k ) +

k =1

J

∑0

0

H(k ,j)

(8)

j = k +1

which thus yields a decomposition of the original data matrix X into BIMFs according to
K

X=

S(k )
∑
0
0

(9)

k =1

where S(K) represents the non-oscillating residuum. The extracted BIMFs can be considered
features of the data set which, according to the CMSC - principle, reveal local textures with
characteristic spatial frequencies which help to discriminate the functional images under
study.
2.2.2

ICA

Independent component analysis (ICA) aims to find a linear representation of data based
on maximally non-Gassian components which renders them statistically independent. Consider M statistically independent sources H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , h M } and M sensor signals X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , x M }. The goal of ICA is to find a de-mixing matrix which recovers the hidden
components H underlying the observations X . The different ym are estimates of the latent
variables hm according to the following model
ym = Wxm = WAhm

with WA = PD.

(10)

where W denotes the demixing matrix, P represents a permutation matrix and D a scaling matrix. Examples of common ICA implementations are the J ADE algorithm [Cardoso
et al., 1993], the I NFOMAX algorithm [Bell and Seinoswki, 1995] and the f astICA algorithm
[Hyvärinen, 1999] .

3

Proposed Method

As mentioned above, a combination of EEMD/MEEMD with ICA yields a signal decomposition free of redundant remnants of other components in any extracted IMF. The newly
proposed methods (see Fig. 1) works as follows:
1. Decompose the measured signal or image X with EEMD and BEEMD resulting in IMFs
or BIMFs which are ordered according to their frequency content.
2. Initialize i = 1 and j = 1; where i, j = 1.....K and K represents the number of extracted
modes.
3. Choose a pair of IMFs, I MFi and I MFj6=i , and feed it into an ICA algorithm. After
decomposing the IMFs with ICA, we obtain two independent components ICi and
ICj , respectively.
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4. If i > j, choose the IC with higher frequency (HF) according to their Hilbert-Huang
Transform [Huang et al., 1998]. Otherwise, choose the IC with the lower frequency
(LF).
5. Replace I MFi with the selected IC.
6. Increase j by one and repeat the steps above until j = K. This results in a new Intrinsic
Mode Component (IMC).
7. Increase i by one and repeat steps 3 to 6 until i = K.
8. This procedure yields IMCs/BIMCs which neither fulfill the conditions for an IMF or
a BIMF nor an IC.

3.1

Feature Extraction

The aim of feature extraction is to reduce the dimension of fMRI data. The feature extraction
is quite important especially for fMRI image classification, because fMRI is inherently high
dimensional. Typically, one volume of fMRI contains roughly 160, 000 voxels. Processing all
these voxels as features for classification is practically impossible because of memory and
time limitation, and leads to over-fitting problem as well. PCA, implemented via an SVD
to avoid memory overflow, is used to reduce input features. Feature selection is performed
after the feature extraction. The object of feature selection is to use most informative parts
of extracted features as input to a classifier. In many cases, even after feature extraction, the
number of features is still too large to feed the classifier. Feature selection is needed to filter out extracted features of fMRI, based on PCA, or EEG, based on statistical features, and
find the group of features which can get the best classification performance. In this paper,
contour classification of fMRI is performed with PCA-based feature extraction, and for EEG
it is performed employing pre-defined statistical features. The key advantage of choosing
PCA as feature extraction method is its speed. Many controversies about PCA implemented
in pattern recognition arise from its classification-blinded characteristic. It will be demonstrated that the t-test feature selection method which follows the PCA-based and statistical
feature extraction can help to improve the performance of classification accuracy. For example, even the original data dimension is roughly 160, 000 (160000 voxels in one 3D volume),
voxel-based feature extraction will reduce this number to 38 voxels, which represent 99% of
the variance of the data, and only pick the most relevant informative voxels as the extracted
features. Feature selection is performed after the feature extraction. The object of feature
selection is to use parts of extracted features which can contribute improving performance
as input of classifier.

3.2

Feature testing via Two Sample T-test (T-score)

Before features can be classified, their statistical significance needs to be assured. This variable selection can be achieved in two different ways employing either filter or wrapper methods. As we use projected data as features representing low-dimensional, thus highly stable,
data attributes we abstain from using more involved wrapper techniques like recursive feature elimination (RFE) [Guyon et al., 2002] or sparse SVMs [Bi et al., 2003]. Rather we resort
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Figure 1: Proposed Method Schema. HF: high frequency component, LF: low frequency
component
to filter techniques for the sake of simplicity. More specifically, a t-test is employed as a statistical hypothesis test in which the test statistic follows a Student-t distribution. Here, we
use the t-test as a univariate feature selection algorithm where we rank features and select
only a subset of features that is most discriminating between the class labels. First we partition the data into two sets CT and NCT. Let µCT; σCT denote the average and variance of
the data CT and µ NCT and σNCT denote the average and variance of the data set NCT. Then
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we define the T-score for a feature i in the data as:
(i )

t

(i )

(i )

µ − µ NCT
= r CT
(i )

σCT
|CT |

(i )

+

σNCT
| NCT |

Then, features with the highest T-scores (most discriminating features) are selected as our
data.

3.3

Feature classification

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) has a long history as the most popular classifier for fMRI
data analysis [Kovacs and Julesz, 1993]. In addition SVM is a very robust and accurate
technique, and highly flexible in its application. Support vector machines belong to the class
of maximum margin classifiers. This technique is based on the idea to divide a data set
into subsets by constructing a separating hyperplane f (x) in such a way, that it is furthest
away from the nearest points from the opposite classes [Kovacs and Julesz, 1993]. The idea
is simply to separate classes by a hyperplane for the linearly separable two-dimensional
case. The optimal separating hyperplane in the feature space assures a maximal distance to
the nearest neighbors of the different classes to the hyperplane. This space on both sides
between the closest point and the optimal separating hyperplane is called the margin. The
data points are correctly classified by their value for f ( x ).
Because the data are not linearly separable, a soft-margin SVM classification was performed using the Statistics Toolbox implemented in Matlab (Mathworks). More specifically,
because of the higher flexibility, the C - SVM [Chang and Lin, 2001] algorithm has been used.
The parameter C allows controlling the number of margin errors and support vectors. The
optimization problem can be written in its dual form as (cf. [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002]):
N −1

maximize
W (α) =
m
α ∈R

∑

αi −

i =1

1 N −1
α i α j y i y j k ( x (i ) , x ( j ) )
2 i,j∑
=1

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1

(11)
(12)

N −1

and

∑

αi yi = 0.

(13)

i =1

where k (x(i) , x( j) ) represents the kernel replacing the dot product between the non-linearly
mapped training data.
The mapping is represented by a sigmoidal kernel,
k (x(i) , x( j) ) = tanh(γx(Ti) x( j) + r )

(14)

with parameters γ > 0, r < 0. These parameters represent user-defined parameters to be
assigned before running the optimization algorithm. The outcome of the optimization are
the Lagrangian values, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C. The training examples, known as support vectors, are
related with the non-zero Lagrangian coefficients. Cross-validation is effected by a leaveone-out technique where every data vector is once used for testing.
The resulting decision function, considering a test vector xtest to be classified takes the
form
!
N −1

f (xtest ) = sgn

∑

i =1

αi yi k(xtest , x(i) ) + b

(15)
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where b denotes the distance of the hyperplane from the origin. Note that only the training
examples x(i) with αi 6= 0 (support vectors) need to be available for testing.
Parameter Optimization We try to optimize the performance by employing search grid
in a sensible range C ∈ {2−5 , 2−4 , 2−3 , . . . , 23 , 24 }; γ ∈ {2−7 , 2−6 , 2−5 , dots, 21 , 22 }; and r ∈
{−1, −0.9, −0.8, · · · − 0.01, −0.001} to find the best parameters of a sigmoidal kernel. These
parameters are applied and combined with feature selection as described above. We used
a grid search method to find optimal parameters which can contribute in improving the accuracy. A sigmoidal kernel is used, and the trade-off parameter (C) is selected using a grid
search and leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) on the whole dataset. The SVM performs almost optimal when C = 16, γ = 8 and r = −1. Although, this optimal value might
be different for different modes, since performing grid search on each mode is computationally expensive, above parameters are chosen for all modes. On the other hand, for EEG, the
default parameters are the optimal.
Leave One Out When performing cross-validation in order to approximate the generalization accuracy, the common practice is to use leave one-out, as it is evident in all referenced
papers. Therefore, LOOCV was used for estimating the classifier’s accuracy.

Figure 2: Left: contour and non-contour stimuli. Middle: EEG signals and their corresponding Fourier spectra. [hRight: stimulus-related fMRI images and their spatial frequency spectra.

4

Simulation and Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, one EEG signal and a
slice of the related fMRI image collected during a contour integration task is selected. Such
signals are illustrated for both stimuli, contour and non-contour (see Fig. 2). The EEG signals
and related fMRI images, as shown in Fig. 2, are decomposed by EEMD in case of EEG signals, and by BEEMD in case of fMRI images. Eight IMFs are extracted from the EEG signals
(but only three are shown), and six IMFs are obtained from each fMRI image. The resulting
components are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from the original signals, exhibited in Fig.2,
no noticeable differences between the recorded signals, following contour and non-contour
stimuli, can be detected. Even from the IMFs and BIMFs, obtained from an EEMD/BEEMD
decomposition (shown in the top row of Fig.3) no characteristic difference can be noticed. A
similar result is obtained if, after decomposing the recorded signals with EEMD/BEEMD,
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Figure 3: fMRI activity distributions and EEG recordings in response to contour (column 1
and column 3, red line) and non-contour (column 2 and column 3, green line) stimuli. Top:
BIMFs and related IMFs extracted with BEEMD and EEMD from fMRI and EEG recordings.
Middle: ICs resulting from an ICA applied to BIMFs and related IMFs obtained from original
data sets directly. Bottom: BIMCs and related IMCs extracted with our proposed method.
For fMRI images, modes are sorted from left to right and from top to bottom according to
their spatial frequency content. For EEG time series, the three interesting modes are shown
together with their corresponding Fourier spectra.
an ICA is applied to the IMFs/BIMFs directly (see Fig. 3, middle row). This is due to incomplete signal decompositions by these methods which leave remnants of one components in
others, causing some redundancy in the different components. Such redundancies load a
large subjectivity onto any diagnosis based on these methods. In contrast, the IMCs/BIMCs
extracted by our proposed method, can overcome this limitation and yields clearly different
characteristics corresponding to both stimuli. This can be seen clearly from the bottom row
of Fig. 3. As a cross-check, we can obtain ICs identical to the ones shown in Fig. 3, middle
row, if we apply ICA to the IMCs/BIMCs obtained from our method. This corroborates that
no information loss has occurred during the analysis.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

In real applications, stimulus responses would most likely not be identical under different
conditions. Rather some response asymmetries are to be expected. Because response differences are small, they become submerged in the background of the extracted modes. Hence,
such differences cannot be classified simply by visual inspection of the responses. We even
demonstrated that such small differences cannot be revealed by plain EEMD/BEEMD or a
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Figure 4: Comparison of statistical measures (Accuracy, Specificity and Sensitivity) obtained
with different techniques evaluating corresponding classification results for EEG.Top left:
shows the performance of the modes extracted by EEMD, Top right: shows the performance
of the components extracted by EEMD and ICA in a sequential way and Bottom: shows the
performance of the components produced by our proposed method.
sequential combination of EEMD with ICA. The reason is some partial mode mixing which
appears in noise-assisted ensemble EMD. Our proposed method is able to do so because it
helps to suppress remnants of other modes interfering in any of the extracted modes. This
results in clean modes with no interferences from other modes and thus improves the separation quality considerably. The results showed that the proposed method can be applied to
efficiently extract features from biomedical signals and images. This is especially important
if different response classes need to be differentiated.
Response classification of our proposed method has been evaluated against competing
methods like applying BEEMD to the raw data sets or applying BEEMD and ICA sequentially (see figures 4 and 5). The study comprised 18 subjects where a combined EEG-fMRI
analysis has been performed within a contour integration task with contour and non-contour
Gabor stimuli. As classifier, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the Leave One Out Cross
Validation (LOOCV) technique has been employed,which uses n-1 of the total n samples
to train the classifier and test it with the one sample left . Dimension reduction has been
achieved by projecting the extracted modes onto principal components and using the projections as input to the classifier. A Student t-test was used to select informative features and
the parameters of the classifier were optimized by using a grid search approach. The values between square brackets at x-ticks labels of figures 4 and 5 show the number of selected
features for an optimal performance and the first column indicates the mode.
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Figure 5: Comparison of statistical measures (Accuracy, Specificity and Sensitivity) obtained
withe different techniques evaluating corresponding classification results for fMRI. Top left:
shows the performance of the modes extracted by BEEMD, Top right: shows the performance
of the components extracted by BEEMD and ICA in a sequential way and Bottom: shows the
performance of the components produced by our proposed method.
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